Engine Competence Center Nuremberg

Consolidation of the entire body of expertise at a single location – from engine development and engineering design to production to sales and after sales – this is what makes MAN’s site in Nuremberg a unique competence center for engines.

More than four thousand employees concentrate their know-how in the most varied fields in one place, all working together towards the future of efficient engine technology. More than a century ago, the development of the diesel engine by Rudolf Diesel and MAN changed the world. Today, the experts at the Engine Competence Center in Nuremberg are motivated by the very same spirit of innovation to build ever more powerful, economical and environmentally friendly engines for MAN.

Up to one hundred thousand engines are produced at the Center every year, predominantly for installation in MAN’s trucks and buses, but also for yachts and working vessels, power-generation units, combined heat and power plants, construction and agricultural machinery. This broad spectrum of operation is a never-failing source of new insights, which constantly contribute to the perfection of all MAN engines. The output of MAN engines ranges from 37 kW to 1,397 kW (50 hp to 1,900 hp), delivered by four- and six-cylinder in-line as well as V8, V10 and V12 engines.

MAN engines are synonymous with the highest levels of efficiency. With cutting-edge technology, MAN realizes the lowest fuel consumptions paired with lowest emissions and highest power densities paired with long service life.
Where would you like to go?

Main entrance
Vogelweiherstr. 33, 90441 Nuremberg
Administration (Plant Management, Development, Engineering Design, Sales, HR), Production, Engine Assembly.
You will find the visitors’ parking area here.
Bus route 58, Loeffelholzstr. stop
Bus route 65, Vogelweiherstr. stop
Tram route 4, Gibbitzenhof stop

MAN Engine Academy; Quality Management
Ulmenstr. 52e, 90441 Nuremberg
Bus routes 58, 65, Vogelweiherstr. stop
Tram route 4, Dianaplatz stop
Tram route 5, Lothringerstr. stop

Side entrance
Procurement, Engineering Design
(Registration: Building A23)
Frankenstr. 140, 90441 Nuremberg
Bus routes 58, 65, Frankenstr. stop
Tram route 5, Frankenstr. stop
Underground line U1, Frankenstr. station

Side entrance
Development, Foundry, Production
Frankenstr. 140, 90441 Nuremberg
Bus routes 58, 65, Frankenstr. stop
Tram route 5, Frankenstr. stop
Underground line U1, Frankenstr. station

Truck entrance
Winter-Guenther-Str., 90441 Nuremberg

You can find the timetable for Nuremberg’s local public transport system at www.vgn.de